Abstract. Higher inductive types are a class of type-forming rules, introduced to provide basic (and not-so-basic) homotopy-theoretic constructions in a typetheoretic style. They have proven very fruitful for the "synthetic" development of homotopy theory within type theory, as well as in formalizing ordinary set-level mathematics in type theory. In this article, we construct models of a wide range of higher inductive types in a fairly wide range of settings.
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Introduction
Higher inductive types are a recent innovation in dependent type theory. They were originally motivated by the homotopical interpretations of type theory [AW09, KL12, Uni13], as a way to construct types corresponding to homotopy-theoretic cell complexes such as spheres, tori, and so on.
For instance, a circle can be constructed as a topological cell complex with one point (0-cell) and one path (1-cell) with both endpoints glued to the point. The homotopy-type-theoretic view of paths as corresponding to identity types suggests considering a "circle type" S 1 that is "inductively generated" by a point base : S 1 and an identity loop : Id S 1 (base, base). Similarly, a torus can be constructed as a cell complex with one point, two paths, and one disc (2-cell) whose boundary traverses the paths in one order on one side and the other order on the other side; this suggests a "torus type" T 2 that is inductively generated by one point base : T 2 , two identities left, right : Id T 2 (base, base), and an "iterated identity" sq : Id Id T 2 (base,base) (left right, right left) (where denotes the concatenation of identities). Although it may seem odd to consider "inductive constructors" that take values not in an inductive type itself but in its identity types, it is not hard to write down rules for such types in the usual dependent-type-theory style of formation, introduction, elimination, and computation principles.
The above examples are "non-recursive" higher inductive types, analogous to binary sum types and the empty type, considered as ordinary inductive types. The "most general" non-recursive higher inductive type, in the sense that all others can be constructed from it, is a (homotopy) pushout: given two functions f 1 : A → B 1 and f 2 : A → B 2 , their pushout is a type D inductively generated by maps ν 1 : B 1 → D and ν 2 : B 2 → D and a homotopy µ : x:A Id D (ν 1 (f 1 (x)), ν 2 (f 2 (x))). In particular, from these we can construct all other finite homotopy colimits (and also some infinite ones, using the natural numbers type).
We can also consider higher inductive types that do have recursive constructors. For instance, in homotopy type theory a proposition is defined to be a type any two elements of which are equal, i.e. such that there is a term in x,y:A Id A (x, y). The propositional truncation of an arbitrary type A is a proposition A with a map from A that is "universal"; it can be regarded as the higher inductive type generated by one ordinary constructor tr : A → A and one higher constructor treq : x,y: A Id A (x, y). Other recursive higher inductive types include the ntruncation for all n (a universal map into a homotopy n-types -the propositional truncation is the case n = −1) and the localization at a family of morphisms {f i } i∈I (the universal map into a type that "sees each f i as an isomorphism").
In particular, the 0-truncation of a pushout of 0-types (types satisfying Uniqueness of Identity Proofs, a.k.a. "sets") is a pushout in the category of 0-types. If we also assume Voevodsky's univalence axiom (or just its restriction to propositions), we can show that the latter category is a pretopos; see [Uni13, Chapter 10]. Recursive higher inductive 0-types (also known as "quotient inductive types" [ACDF16] ) have other applications, such as constructing free algebras for arbitrary algebraic theories (which is not possible in a general elementary topos [Bla83] ) and representing type theory inside itself [AK16] . Thus, higher inductive types add power even for the representation of ordinary set-based mathematics inside type theory.
A general discussion of the syntax of higher inductive types (though not going so far as to propose a general definition) can be found in [Uni13, Chapter 6]. They have succeeded admirably at their original goal of providing types in homotopy type theory that behave like cell complexes in classical homotopy theory (see [Uni13, Chapter 8] and also more recent work). Interestingly, although the original motivation came from inspecting small concrete cell complexes such as circles and tori, the more complicated recursive higher inductive types (such as n-truncation and localization) also correspond to constructions in classical homotopy theory (such as Postnikov towers and Bousfield localization) that are usually performed using cell complexes, albeit transfinite and often unwieldy ones. This yields a strong intuition that higher inductive types are somehow a type-theoretic replacement for cell complexes. However, there is some distance from this intuition to a formal proof that higher inductive types actually exist in homotopical models of type theory.
The goal of the present paper is to fill this gap. The basic ideas were known to the authors several years ago, and circulated informally in the community, but the results have not been written out precisely until now.
Roughly speaking, there are the following issues to overcome in constructing semantics for higher inductive types.
(i) When interpreting type theory in a model category, types are represented by fibrant objects. But cell complexes are built out of colimits, which do not preserve fibrancy; thus we need to "fibrantly replace" them. (ii) The usual constructions of homotopy theory, including cell complexes and fibrant replacement, produce the right answer only up to homotopy equivalence. But the induction principle of a higher inductive type is somewhat stricter than this (though it falls short of determining it up to strict isomorphism). (iii) Everything in type theory is stable under substitution, so in order to be typetheoretically meaningful a category-theoretic construction must be stable under pullback (at least "weakly stable", as in [LW15] ). But fibrant replacement is not in general stable under pullback, even weakly. (iv) The constructors of an ordinary inductive type are unrelated to each other.
But in a higher inductive type each constructor must be able to refer to the previous ones; specifically, the source and target of a path-constructor generally involve the previous point-constructors. No syntactic scheme has yet been proposed for this that covers all cases of interest while remaining meaningful and consistent, so the "target" of an interpretation theorem is not even precisely defined. As we will see, problem (ii) only arises in the recursive case; but on the other hand, it is not specific to higher inductive types, being a problem even for interpreting ordinary recursive inductive types such as natural numbers and W-types.
We present (in §12) a general context that solves problems (i)-(iii), and partially solves (iv) in the following sense. We describe a semantic construction (a "cell monad") that enables subsequent "constructors" to refer to previous ones, and determines a precise semantic meaning for what the source and target of a pathconstructor can be. However, although in particular cases it is easy to see that the syntactic source and targets in the specification of a higher inductive type give rise to the desired semantic structure, we do not give a general syntactic characterization of allowable "source and target terms".
1 Moreover, there are some kinds of source 1 In [ACDF16] a similar semantic characterization is internalized literally, using universes, under the assumption of UIP; but with present technology this does not generalize to type theory without UIP, since (∞, 1)-categories are not known to be definable internally.
and target terms that seem natural syntactically but do not fit into our semantic framework. For expositional clarity, instead of jumping right to the general context of cell monads, we begin (after preliminaries in §2 and a warm-up in §3) in § §4-6 by considering in detail the case of pushouts. These are subject only to problems (i) and (iii). We solve (i) by a simple ordinary fibrant replacement, and (iii) by pulling back separately along fibrations (which are easy) and acyclic cofibrations (using a pushout-product argument).
In §7 we consider the natural numbers type, which is of course simpler because it lacks any path-constructors, but is recursive and thus subject to problems (i)-(iii). We solve problem (ii) by using an algebraic fibrant replacement, which retains better control over the point-set-level behavior than an ordinary fibrant replacement, in particular enabling us to prove the type-theoretic universal property. However, the simple pushout-product argument for (iii) that applies in the non-recursive case is no longer applicable in the recursive case. Thus, to prove weak stability for natural numbers, we alter the usual interpretation of type theory a little by requiring contexts as well as types to be fibrant (this turns out to be true anyway a posteriori in the usual interpretation, it's just not usually assumed explicitly at the outset). This allows us to ignore the case of pullback along acyclic cofibrations.
In §8 we consider W-types, which add only one wrinkle to natural numbers: since they have nontrivial parameters, we have to be able to pull back along acyclic cofibrations in addition to along fibrations. But requiring contexts to be fibrant still solves the problem, with some extra work: it ensures that acyclic cofibrations have retractions, which together with an "extension lemma" enables us to reduce an elimination problem over the domain to one over the codomain.
These specific cases, while admittedly rather specific, are by themselves sufficient for a large fraction of current homotopy type theory and synthetic homotopy theory. In particular, Kraus [Kra16] and van Doorn [van16] have shown that from pushouts and the natural numbers one can construct the propositional truncation, while Rijke [Rij17, Rij16] has shown that one can even construct all n-truncations along with some localizations, and some have even conjectured that all higher inductive types might be similarly constructible. To motivate the need for further work, therefore, in §9 we describe a specific higher inductive type that definitely cannot be constructed in terms of pushouts and natural numbers.
As one final warm-up for the general case, in §10 we discuss the propositional truncation. This is special in many ways, but still exhibits the one remaining basic new idea in our general approach, namely algebraic pushouts of monads. A sequence of such pushouts along "generating monad cells" yields what we call a cell monad, since it is a precise analogue of a cell complex, only built in the category of monads. Each generating monad cell corresponds to one constructor of a higher inductive type; thus we might say that higher inductive types replace the large unwieldy cell complexes of classical algebraic topology with small manageable "cell complexes" constructed at a higher level of abstraction.
In §11 we describe cell monads for higher inductive types without parameters, and in §12 we generalize to the parametrized case. Most of the work in these sections is just in setting up a sufficiently general context in which to prove the theorems. As mentioned above, we do not have a syntactic context of equal generality; but we explain heuristically, with many examples, how to perform a syntax-to-semantics translation in particular cases. We also discuss some limitations of our construction; most importantly, the fact that source and target terms cannot contain "fibrant structure" such as eliminations from other inductive and higher inductive types. This includes concatenation of paths, as used for instance in the standard presentaiton of the torus; however, for this and many other examples, we show how to work around the issue by using more general cofibrations. In §13 we summarize our results for quick reference.
In all cases, we use the local universes coherence method [LW15] to improve "weakly stable" structure to the strictly pullback-stable structure that is necessary to interpret type theory. We do not address the also-needed theorem about the initiality of syntax; we restrict ourselves to constructing strictly stable structure on split comprehension categories. In § §3 and 8 we can use local universes theorems from [LW15] verbatim, while in other sections we have to prove the analogous theorems ourselves. This is generally straightforward, although it is worth noting that the "cofibrancy" of a cell monad plays a role not only in the weak stability of its homotopy-initial algebras but also the "representability" of its structures, both of which are necessary for the local universes theorem.
Our perspective on higher inductive types can be summarized as follows. It is well-known that ordinary inductive types can be described as initial algebras for polynomial endofunctors (and this remains true in homotopy type theory [AGS15] ). An algebra for an endofunctor F (in the endofunctor sense, i.e. an object X with a map F X → X) is the same as an algebra (in the monad sense) for the algebraicallyfree monad generated by F ; thus ordinary inductive types are equivalently initial algebras for free monads on polynomial endofunctors. Since (unlike an endofunctor) a monad always has an initial algebra, the existence of inductive types is really about the existence of such free monads themselves.
Higher inductive types generalize from free monads to presented monads, i.e. monads constructed as an algebraic colimit of free monads on polynomial endofunctors. Intuitively, a "cell monad" is one with such a presentation that is "homotopically meaningful", i.e. a "homotopy colimit of monads". This suggests a way to say what it means for a category (or (∞, 1)-category) to "have higher inductive types": that algebraic colimits of algebraically-free monads on polynomial endofunctors exist (with all these words interpreted 1-categorically or (∞, 1)-categorically as appropriate). This is known to be true for locally presentable 1-categories, and ought to be true for locally presentable (∞, 1)-categories as well; but it is not immediately obvious how to make it precise in an "elementary" way.
While our general construction achieves a lot, there is also still a lot left to do. Open problems include the following.
• Our type theory does not contain any universes. In some respects this is a feature rather than a bug, since it makes the semantics more general: our model categories include all locally presentable locally cartesian closed 1-categories and suffice to present all locally presentable locally cartesian closed (∞, 1)-categories. Of course, if a model category does have universes, such as simplicial sets [KL12] and others constructed from it [Shu15c, Shu15b, Cis14, Shu15a], then higher inductive types are more powerful due to "large eliminations", which are used frequently in synthetic homotopy theory. However, there is an additional desirable feature that our method does not produce even in models that have universes. One hopes to have universes that are closed under parametrized higher inductive types, for instance that if A, B 1 , B 2 all lie in some universe then so does some pushout of any f 1 : A → B 1 and f 2 : A → B 2 . But our method does not give this, because it involves fibrant replacement, which does not preserve smallness of fibers.
• As mentioned above, although our method allows very general "source and target terms", it does not allow "fibrant structure" therein, such as pathconcatenation and eliminations from inductive types. While we can work around this in many cases, it would be better to be able to drop the restriction.
• Of course, we would like a general syntactic scheme for higher inductive types, and a general theorem interpreting such syntax using our general semantics, rather than having to treat every case manually. 
Good model categories
We will work throughout in the following context. Example 2.3. Any complete and cocomplete locally cartesian closed category with its trivial model structure (the weak equivalences are the isomorphisms and all morphisms are cofibrations and fibrations) is also a good model category. Thus, we also include the standard examples of semantics for extensional type theory.
Non-example 2.4. The category of groupoids, which was the first homotopical model of type theory [HS98] , satisfies all the axioms of a good model category except that it is not locally cartesian closed: only fibrations of groupoids are exponentiable. It is possible that with some care our method could be generalized to such examples, at the expense of increased awkwardness (for instance, Lemma 11.8 would no longer be true exactly as stated).
Assumption (i) tells us that M is simplicially enriched, with powers and copowers 2 satisfying the pushout-product and pullback-corner axioms. This enables us to 2 Also known as cotensors and tensors, respectively. construct path objects (which model identity types) as simplicial powers. Specifically, if ∆ 1 denotes the 1-simplex (the simplicial interval), then for any fibrant object A, the power A ∆ 1 is a path-object for A. Likewise, if p : A Γ is a fibration, then the "fibred power" A
Γ is a path-object for A regarded as a type over Γ; see Theorem 5.2. This is important for us because it means that homotopies can be represented in adjoint form: a map A → B ∆ 1 is equivalent to a map A ⊗ ∆ 1 → B, where A ⊗ ∆ 1 is the simplicial copower. Note that like other colimits, the simplicial copower of p : A Γ in the slice category over Γ is just A ⊗ ∆ 1 with the projection A ⊗ ∆ 1 → A → Γ. Moreover, each slice category of M is a simplicial model category, and pullback preserves both simplicial powers and copowers. Given A ∈ M /Γ, we write A K Γ for the simplicial power in M /Γ. Every good model category is a type-theoretic model category in the sense of [Shu15c] , and hence the subcategory of fibrant objects is a type-theoretic fibration category. In particular, cofibrations are stable under pullback, so acyclic cofibrations are stable under pullback along fibrations, and hence dependent products of fibrations along fibrations are fibrations. This gives the categorical analogue of the structure required to model type theory with dependent sums (including a unit type), dependent products, and identity types.
To actually construct such an interpretation requires a coherence theorem 3 making all the structure strictly stable under pullback. We will use the coherence method of [LW15] , which applies to many different kinds of structure. The input to this method is a comprehension category (C, T ). One then defines the left adjoint splitting (C, T ! ) (or just C ! for short) in which a type A ∈ T ! (Γ) consists of an object V A ∈ C, a type E A ∈ T (V A ), and a map A : Γ → V A . We call V A the "local universe" and think of this as a representative of the pullback of E A along A . Reindexing of such types is done by simple composition (A[f ] is A • f ) which is strictly associative. The local universes technique then shows that if C satisfies a technical condition (see (LF) below) and C has "weakly stable" structure of some sort, meaning that it exists in each fiber T (Γ) and the reindexing of a structure is a structure, then C ! admits strictly stable structure (obtained by constructing weakly stable structure once in the "universal case"), and thus (modulo an appropriate "initiality theorem") provides semantics for the corresponding type-theoretic rules. See [LW15] for details.
We summarize the above discussion as follows.
Theorem 2.5. Any good model category M admits a natural structure of a comprehension category (M , F) where F(Γ) is the category of fibrations with codomain Γ. Moreover, (M , F) has weakly stable dependent sums, unit type, dependent products, and identity types, and therefore (M , F ! ) has strictly stable dependent sums, unit type, dependent products, and identity types. Similarly, writing (M f , F f ) for the restriction of (M , F) to fibrant objects, (M f , F f ) carries the same weakly stable structure, and hence (M f , F f ,! ) the same strictly stable structure.
Coproducts
We warm up for pushouts by considering the case of coproducts. To start with, we specialize the definitions from [LW15, §3.4.1] to our context of a good model category. We qualify these definitions with "typal" (the adjective of "type") to distinguish them from the ordinary categorical constructions in M . Definition 3.1. A typal coproduct of fibrations A 1 → Γ and A 2 → Γ consists of a fibration A 1 ⊕ A 2 → Γ with maps ν i : A i → A 1 ⊕ A 2 over Γ such that for any fibration C → A 1 ⊕ A 2 with sections t i : A i → C over ν i , there exists a section s :
We say M has weakly stable typal coproducts if for any A 1 → Γ and A 2 → Γ there exists a typal coproduct A 1 ⊕ A 2 such that for any σ : ∆ → Γ, the pullback σ * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 ) with injections σ * ν i is a typal coproduct of σ * A 1 and σ * A 2 . Now, how do we actually construct weakly stable typal coproducts? Of course, since M is a model category, it has ordinary categorical coproducts, and the coproduct A 1 + A 2 → Γ satisfies all parts of Definition 3.1 except that it may not be a fibration. (Admittedly, for some particularly nice M , such as simplicial sets, it is always a fibration. However, we treat the general case not only out of a desire for generality, but because in the case of pushouts the analogous argument will be necessary even when M is simplicial sets.)
The obvious solution is to fibrantly replace it. Thus, let A 1 + A 2 → A 1 ⊕ A 2 Γ be an (acyclic cofibration, fibration) factorization.
Theorem 3.3. For any fibrations A 1 Γ and A 2 Γ, the fibration A 1 ⊕ A 2 Γ is a weakly stable typal coproduct.
Proof. We define the injections by composition with those of A 1 + A 2 . To show that A 1 ⊕ A 2 is a typal coproduct, let C A 1 ⊕ A 2 be a fibration with sections t i over A i . Then the universal property of A 1 + A 2 induces a section t : A 1 + A 2 → C, and the lifting property of the acyclic cofibration A 1 + A 2 → A 1 ⊕ A 2 against the fibration C A 1 ⊕ A 2 allows us to extend this section to A 1 ⊕ A 2 . To show that this typal coproduct is weakly stable, it suffices to show that for any σ : ∆ → Γ, the pullback σ
is again an acyclic cofibration. Since cofibrations are stable under pullback, this map is a cofibration; thus it remains to show it is a weak equivalence. Weak equivalences are not generally stable under pullback, but weak equivalences between fibrations are; so we would be done if A 1 + A 2 → Γ were a fibration, but the whole point is that it may not be.
Right properness of M ensures that weak equivalences are also stable under pullback along fibrations, so we would be done if σ were a fibration. In general it may not be either, but we can factor it as an acyclic cofibration followed by a fibration. Thus, without loss of generality we may assume that σ is an acyclic cofibration.
In this case, right properness tells us that the induced maps σ * A i → A i and σ * (A 1 ⊕ A 2 ) → (A 1 ⊕ A 2 ) are weak equivalences, hence acyclic cofibrations, since they are pullbacks of σ along fibrations. Moreover, acyclic cofibrations are closed under coproducts (being the left class of a weak factorization system), so the induced map σ * A 1 + σ * A 2 → A 1 + A 2 is an acyclic cofibration. Moreover, since σ * is a left adjoint, it preserves coproducts. Thus, in the following square
all the marked maps are acyclic cofibrations, hence weak equivalences. Hence, by 2-out-of-3, so is the remaining map, which is what we wanted.
Corollary 3.4. The left adjoint splitting of M models coproduct types.
Pushouts in model categories
Higher inductive pushouts are not a traditionally standard type constructor, so we need to begin with definitions. First we consider a sort of weakly stable structure that only makes sense in a context where we have simplicial homotopies. In §5 we will rephrase this in type-theoretic language and prove the relevant local universes coherence theorem. 
We say M has weakly stable ∆ 1 -typal pushouts if for any f 1 , f 2 there exists a ∆ 1 -typal pushout D such that for any σ : ∆ → Γ, the pullback σ * D with injections σ * ν i and homotopy σ * µ is a ∆ 1 -typal pushout of σ * f 1 and σ * f 2 .
Theorem 4.2. Any good model category has weakly stable ∆ 1 -typal pushouts.
Proof. Give f 1 , f 2 , let Q be their explicit homotopy pushout, meaning the pushout of the following diagram in M :
By construction, this satisfies all parts of Definition 4.1 except that it may not be a fibration over Γ. (And in this case it really isn't, even in simplicial sets.) Let D be its fibrant replacement, i.e. we have a factorization Q → D Γ as an acyclic cofibration followed by a fibration. Then D has injections and a homotopy obtained by composition from Q, and for any fibration C D as in Definition 4.1 we can first define a section over Q by its universal property and then extend to D by lifting against the acyclic cofibration Q → D.
It remains to deal with weak stability. As in Theorem 3.3, for this it suffices to show that σ * Q → σ * D is an acyclic cofibration for any acyclic cofibration σ : ∆ → Γ, and by 2-out-of-3 it suffices to show that σ * Q → Q is an acyclic cofibration. Again, σ * preserves colimits and simplicial copowers, so σ * Q is the pushout of Now consider the following commutative cube, in which the left-hand and righthand faces are pushouts, and the objects R and S are also pushouts.
To show that σ * Q → Q is an acyclic cofibration, it will suffice to show that both of its factors σ * Q → S and S → Q are such. The former is easy, since it is a pushout of the acyclic cofibration σ * B 1 + σ * B 2 → B 1 + B 2 . For the latter, a standard argument shows that it is the pushout of the map R → A ⊗ ∆ 1 in the upper square. However, this map is the pushout-product of the acyclic cofibration σ * A → A and the cofibration of simplicial sets 2 → ∆ 1 . Thus since the model structure is simplicial, it is an acyclic cofibration as well.
Pushouts in comprehension categories
Inside of (ordinary, Martin-Löf) type theory, of course, we do not have a "∆ 1 ", so Definition 4.1 does not correspond directly to anything type-theoretic the way Definition 3.1 does. Instead we need a version of this definition that refers only to identity types, which categorically means path-objects. This is an instance of "one type constructor stacked on top of another", like the case of W-types considered in [LW15, §3.4.4]; hence we need to start by defining good classes of identity types.
Let (C, T ) be a comprehension category. As in [LW15] , if A ∈ T (Γ) we denote its comprehension by Γ.A → Γ, and its reindexing along σ : ∆ → Γ by A [σ] .
In what follows, by a family we mean an indexed family. That is, a "family of elements of S", for any set S, consists of a set F and a function F → S. We often abuse notation by identifying elements of F with their images in S, but it is important that such a family is not just a subset of S. There is a category Fam whose objects are families F → S and whose morphisms are commutative squares.
Definition 5.1. A stable class of identity types on C consists of:
• For each A ∈ T (Γ), a non-empty family G Id (A) of elements of T (Γ.A.A), called "good identity types" Id A . These must be weakly stable under reindexing, in that for any σ : ∆ → Γ, there is a morphism of families 
) over the reindexing morphisms of types and good identity types.
• For each good identity type Id A and good reflexivity term r, and each type C ∈ T (Γ.A.A.Id A ) equipped with a section c of C[δ A , r] ∈ T (Γ.A), a non-empty family G J (Id A , r, C, c) of "good extensions" of c to a section of C itself. Of course, every good extension must actually be an extension, i.e. its composite with δ A • r must be c. Good extensions must also be weakly stable under reindexing, in that we have morphisms • G Id (A) is the set of objects of M /Γ equipped with data exhibiting the universal property of the simplicial power (Γ.A)
A is induced by powering with the maps 2 → ∆ 1 → 1 of simplicial sets. In particular, every good identity type has exactly one good reflexivity term.
• For any C and c, every extension of c to Id A is good in a unique way.
Proof. The projection (Γ.A)
A is the pullback corner map for the fibrant object Γ.A ∈ M /Γ and the cofibration 2 → ∆ 1 . Since M /Γ is a simplicial model category, this map is a fibration, hence the comprehension of a type over Γ.A.A.
The stability of simplicial powers under pullback gives the reindexing operations for good identity types and good reflexivity terms. Note that unlike for many other type constructors such as Σ-and Π-types, although these identity types are determined by a 1-categorical universal property, the type-theoretic data we consider (the reflexivity term) is not sufficient to describe this universal property.
Similarly, the inclusion Γ.A → (Γ.A)
Γ is the pullback corner map for A and the projection ∆ 1 → 1. Since Γ.A is fibrant in M /Γ and ∆ 1 → 1 is a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects, this is a weak equivalence. Moreover, it is a split monomorphism, hence a cofibration, and thus an acyclic cofibration. It follows that given any C and c there exists such an extension, i.e. the family of good extensions is non-empty. Of course the reindexing of any extension is again an extension, and pseudofunctoriality is automatic.
By the adjointness between simplicial powers and copowers, a simplicial homotopy
in order to rephrase Definition 4.1 relative to a stable class of identity types, we also need to talk about "homotopies over homotopies", for which we need dependent identity types. Inside of type theory, the dependent identity type looks like this, for a dependent type x : A B(x) type:
That is, it tells us how to identify two points in different fibers along a path in the base. Inside type theory, there are many ways to define such a type:
(i) If we first define the transport operation e * : B(x) → B(y) (using the eliminator for identity types), then we can define Id (iii) We could use the eliminator for identity types on e, with Id reflx x.B(x) (u, v) defined to be Id B(x) (u, v) . This is the definition used by [HoT13] . (iv) We could define Id (u, v) . However, option (iv) is also the one that corresponds most directly to the native path-object structure in a good model category, so it is the one we will adopt. In §6 we will show that our construction also gives pushouts relative to choices (i)-(iii), albeit in a slightly weaker sense.
Definition 5.3. Suppose C has a stable class of identity types. A stable class of dependent identity types relative to this stable class consists of the following data, each of which must be weakly stable in a straightforward sense.
• For each A ∈ T (Γ) and B ∈ T (Γ.A), and each good identity type
B).
• For each good dependent identity type as above, and each good reflexivity term r A for Id A , a non-empty family G r (A, Id A , r, B, Id Similarly to the non-dependent case, the underlying data of a good dependent identity type and a good dependent reflexivity term consist of a factorization of the diagonal of Γ.A.B that lies over a given factorization of the diagonal of Γ.A, such that the dashed pullback map shown below is a dependent projection:
Theorem 5.4. If M is a good model category, then (M , F) has a canonical stable class of dependent identity types over the canonical stable class of identity types, in which:
is the set of objects of M /Γ equipped with the universal property of a simplicial power (Γ.A.B)
• For each such object, the above factorization is given by the following diagram:
In particular, every good dependent identity type has a unique good dependent reflexivity term.
• for any C and c, every extension of c to Id Finally, in Definition 4.1 we also need to postcompose a homotopy with a dependent function. That is, given x : A f (x) : B(x), we need the following term:
x.B(x) (e, f (a 1 )) Inside type theory there is a standard way to define ap, defined using the eliminator for the identity type. However, once again, in a good model category there is a different way to define it using the functoriality of simplicial powers (see Theorem 5.6). Thus, we also introduce this abstractly.
Definition 5.5. Suppose C has stable classes of identity types and dependent identity types. A stable class of identity applications consists of, for each types A ∈ T (Γ) and B ∈ T (Γ.A), each section f of B, each good identity type and reflexivity term for A, and each corresponding dependent identity type and dependent reflexivity term for B, a non-empty family of "good identity applications", which are sections ap f of the projection Γ.A.A.Id A .B.B.Id Moreover, good identity applications must be weakly stable under reindexing in an evident sense.
Theorem 5.6. If M is a good model category, then (M , F) has a canonical stable class of identity applications over the canonical stable classes of identity types and dependent identity types, in which the good sections ap f are the maps f Note that in order for these maps to be well-defined, we must require an object of G Id (A) to be equipped with the structure of a simplicial power, and hence G Id (A) cannot be merely a subset of T (Γ.A.A), since this structure is not determined even by the reflexivity term.
Finally, we can define a type-theoretic notion of pushout.
Definition 5.7. Suppose C has stable classes of identity types, dependent identity types, and identity applications. A stable class of typal pushouts relative to these stable classes consists of the following data, all weakly stable under reindexing.
• For each pair f 1 : Γ.A → Γ.B 1 and f 2 : Γ.A → Γ.B 2 of morphisms over Γ, a non-empty family of "good pushout types" D ∈ T (Γ) equipped with "good injections" ν i : Γ.B i → Γ.D over Γ.
• For any good pushout D and good injections ν i , and any good identity type for D, a non-empty family of "good glueing data" maps µ :
• For any good identity type, good reflexivity term, and good gluing data and good injections for a good pushout D, and any type C ∈ T (D) equipped with sections t i over ν i , a good dependent identity type Id D C with good reflexivity term, and a morphism u :
, we have a non-empty family of good sections s of C such that s • ν i = t i , and for any good identity application ap s we have ap s • µ = u.
Theorem 5.8. In any good model category, the ∆ 1 -typal pushouts (Definition 4.1) are a stable class of typal pushouts relative to the canonical stable classes of identity types, dependent identity types, and identity applications.
Proof. The canonical stable classes were constructed exactly so that the data of Definition 5.7 reduces to that of Definition 4.1.
Pushouts in type theory
Finally, we move to strict stability and type theory. As in [LW15], we do not formally make the connection all the way to syntactic type theory; we stop with strictly stable structure on a split comprehension category. (The gap requires an "initiality theorem" for syntax, which is expected to be straightforward but tedious, and involves very different techniques.)
Recall the basic condition on a comprehension category (C, T ) that makes local universe theorems work:
C has finite products, and dependent exponentials of display maps and product projections along display maps. (A display map is a finite composite of the dependent projections Γ.A → Γ associated to the comprehensions of types.)
Of course, since a good model category M is locally cartesian closed, (M , F) always satisfies condition (LF).
Definition 6.1. A split comprehension category C has:
• strictly stable identity types if it has a stable class of identity types (Definition 5.1) for which each family of good structures is a singleton.
• strictly stable dependent identity types if in addition it has a stable class of dependent identity types for which each family of good structures is a singleton.
• strictly stable identity applications if in addition it has a stable class of identity applications for which each family of good structures is a singleton. • strictly stable typal pushouts if in addition it has a stable class of typal pushouts for which each family of good structures is a singleton.
Our strictly stable identity types are easily seen to be equivalent to [LW15, Definition 3.4.3.1] with the "Frobenius" condition omitted (which we don't bother with since our intended models all have Π-types). Modulo the initiality theorem, the above strictly stable structure corresponds to the type-theoretic rules shown in figs. 1 to 4.
Remark 6.2. Because we are not concerned with syntactic properties such as admissibility of substitution, we have no qualms about adding variables to the context of the conclusion. As a result, multiple rules often have the same premises; we combine these by listing multiple conclusions in the same rule. This has the additional advantage that each multiple-conclusion rule corresponds to one new local universe on the semantic side. (On the other hand, unlike in some syntactic presentations, we do include all type judgment premises in all rules, since these are necessary semantically.)
We now briefly sketch the local universe coherence theorems for all of these structures; they are all straightforward applications of the techniques of [LW15] .
Theorem 6.3. If C has a stable class of identity types and satisfies (LF), then C ! has strictly stable identity types.
Proof. Just like [LW15, Theorem 3.4.3.2], only simpler due to the absence of Frobe- 
(As in [LW15] , we express local universes as iterated Σ-types in the internal extensional type theory of C.)
Theorem 6.4. If C has a stable class of dependent identity types and satisfies (LF), then C ! has strictly stable dependent identity types.
is represented by a chosen good dependent identity type for E B over E A , with the local universe
with dependent reflexivity term likewise chosen in this case. (Note that this local universe is the same one V A V B used in [LW15] for Π-types and Σ-types.) The local universe for the elimination and computation rules is
It is perhaps worth emphasizing how the above local universes are obtained essentially algorithmically from the rules in fig. 2 , once given that the latter are written in the style of Remark 6.2. Namely, each premise of a rule corresponds to one term in the iterated Σ-type, which is a Π-type of the consequent of that premise over the additional variables (beyond the arbitrary context Γ) in the context of that premise.
Theorem 6.5. If C has a stable class of identity applications and satisfies (LF), then C ! has strictly stable identity applications.
Theorem 6.6. If C has a stable class of typal pushouts and satisfies (LF), then C ! has strictly stable typal pushouts.
Proof. The local universe for the formation and introduction rules is
And the local universe for the elimination and computation rules is
Theorem 6.7. For any good model category M , the split comprehension category (M , F ! ) has strictly stable typal pushouts, relative to the strictly stable identity
Figure 5. Computation for weak pushouts types, dependent identity types, and identity applications obtained by strictifying its canonical weakly stable ones.
Proof. Combine Theorems 5.8 and 6.6. This is almost, but not quite, the result we want. The pushout rules in fig. 4 differ from those commonly used (e.g. in [Uni13]) by the presence of the additional rules in figs. 2 and 3. The usual approach is instead to start with only identity types as in fig. 1 , and then define dependent identity types using one of the methods (i)-(iii) listed on page 11, similarly define ap using the eliminator of identity types, and then state rules such as those in 4 relative to these defined structures.
Such definitions certainly give some classes of dependent identity types and identity applications, which are strictly stable if the identity types we started with are strictly stable. However, if such constructions are performed in (M , F ! ), the resulting strictly stable classes will not generally be the same as those obtained from the canonical weakly stable ones by the local universes construction. They will indeed be equivalent, and we can transfer the structure of a pushout across such an equivalence, but at the cost of weakening the computation rule for the path-constructor from a judgmental equality to the existence of a path, as follows.
Definition 6.8. A stable class of weak typal pushouts in a comprehension category (C, T ), relative to given stable classes of identity types, dependent identity types, and identity applications, consists of all the data and properties in Definition 5.7 except that instead of ap s • µ = m, we have for any good identity type
If C is split and each family of good structures is a singleton, we say that C has strictly stable weak typal pushouts.
Of course, typal pushouts are also weak typal pushouts, since if ap s • µ = m we can compose this map with r to get v. The corresponding modified elimination rule in syntactic type theory is shown in fig. 5 . In the case when the dependent identity types and identity applications are defined from the ordinary identity types as on page 11, this yields exactly the notion of pushout type used in [Uni13, §6.8]. Some reasons for choosing a weak computation rule for the path-constructor are adumbrated in [Uni13, §6.2 and Chapter 6 Notes], one of which (non-strictness of the equivalence between left and right homotopies) is roughly the same reason such a rule appears here.
The following theorem could be stated for weakly stable structures in addition to strict ones, but we only need to apply it after the local universes splitting has occurred, so we don't bother with that generality. Theorem 6.9. Let C be a split comprehension category equipped with strictly stable identity types. If C has strictly stable weak typal pushouts with respect to one choice of strictly stable dependent identity types and identity applications, then with respect to any other choice of strictly stable dependent identity types and identity applications it also has strictly stable weak typal pushouts.
Proof. We use the ordinary notation for the given identity types, dependent identity types, identity applications, and typal pushouts, and we write Id e B (x, y) and ap f and so on for some other choice of dependent identity types and identity applications. Using the eliminators for dependent identity types in both directions (or equivalently the uniqueness-up-to-homotopy of weak factorization systems), we obtain maps in both directions making all the triangles commute: is a lift of (f, f ), and has the property that when composed with r A : Γ.A → Γ.A.A.Id A it becomes r A B . Since ap f also has these properties, we can use identity elimination to produce a homotopy
Now, note that only the eliminator and computation rules for pushouts refer to dependent identity types; the formation and introduction rules can be exactly as given. For the eliminator, all the structure on C in the second case can be used as-
, which we compose with k to produce data for the given eliminator. This produces a section of the desired form, satisfying the computation rules s•ν i = t i and with a homotopy ap s •µ ∼ k•m. Postcomposing this homotopy with h (using ordinary Id-elimination) and concatenating with the above-constructed homotopies h • ap s ∼ ap s and h • k ∼ 1, we get
which is what we want. Since everything that went into the construction was assumed strictly stable, so is the result.
Corollary 6.10. For any good model category M , the split comprehension category (M , F ! ) has strictly stable weak typal pushouts, relative to the strictly stable identity types obtained by strictifying its canonical weakly stable ones, and the dependent identity types obtained from any of (i)-(iii) on page 11 and the identity applications obtained from Id-elimination.
Γ nrec(x.C, z, xy.s, zero) ≡ z Γ, n : N nrec(x.C, z, xy.s, succ(n)) ≡ s[n/x, nrec(x.C, z, xy.s, n)/y] Figure 6 . Natural numbers type 7. Natural numbers As a warm-up for the recursive case, we consider the interpretation of the type of natural numbers. Though a standard type constructor, this is not considered explicitly in [LW15] ; thus we begin with its local universes theory.
Definition 7.1. In a comprehension category (C, T ), a natural numbers type over Γ ∈ C is a type N ∈ T (Γ) together with a section zero : Γ → Γ.N and a map succ : Γ.N → Γ.N over Γ, plus an operation assigning to any type C ∈ T (Γ.N) equipped with z : Γ → Γ.N.C over zero and s : Γ.N.C → Γ.N.C over succ, a section
We say C has weakly stable natural numbers types if for any Γ there is a natural numbers type N ∈ T (Γ) such that for any σ :
is a natural numbers type over ∆. Similarly, if C is split, it has strictly stable natural numbers types if it has an operation assigning to each Γ a natural numbers type N ∈ T (Γ) such that reindexing along any σ : ∆ → Γ preserves natural numbers types along with their data and specified sections.
Of course, if C has a terminal object (as it usually does), then the quantification over Γ in the latter definition follows from the special case Γ = 1. Strictly stable natural numbers types are the semantic version of the usual rules for a natural numbers type, shown in fig. 6 . Theorem 7.2. If C satisfies (LF) and has weakly stable natural numbers types, then C ! has strictly stable natural numbers types.
Proof. Condition (LF) provides a terminal object. We take this to be to be the local universe for the formation and introduction rules, choosing a weakly stable natural numbers type over it. For the elimination and computation rules, the local universe is [c :
In a good model category, the obvious candidate for a natural numbers type is the countable coproduct n:N 1 of copies of the terminal object, which is automatically a "natural numbers object" in the usual sense of category theory. As usual, the problem is that in general this may not be fibrant (though it is in many examples, such as simplicial sets). But unlike in the preceding sections, it does not suffice to simply fibrantly replace it. If N is a fibrant replacement of n:N 1, we can extend the zero and successor operations to it, and for any fibration C N equipped with z and s we can find a section of C over n:N 1 using its universal property and then extend that section to N by lifting against the acyclic cofibration n:N 1 → N. However, such a lift will not generally satisfy the computation rules. It might be possible to choose it cleverly to satisfy the computation rule for zero, but for succ there is essentially no hope, since the computation rule for succ relates the section to itself, which is impossible to obtain using a simple lifting property. Thus, we have to be more clever.
Let F N denote the endofunctor of M defined by F N (X) = X + 1. Recall that an endofunctor-algebra for F N is an object X together with a map F N (X) → X. A natural numbers object in the ordinary sense is precisely an initial such endofunctoralgebra. And a natural numbers type over the terminal object is precisely a fibrant F N -algebra N such that any fibration C → N that is also a map of F N -algebras has an F N -algebra section. This suggests that N is an "initial fibrant F N -algebra"; we now make this precise using the technology of algebraic weak factorization systems [GT06, Gar09, Rie11] . For this we strengthen our standing assumptions as follows.
Definition 7.
3. An excellent model category M is a good model category that is in addition combinatorial, i.e. is a locally presentable category and cofibrantly generated as a model category.
This allows us to use the technology of algebraically-free monads and algebraic colimits of monads [Kel80, nLa] . Let T N denote the algebraically-free monad on F N , which exists since F N is an accessible endofunctor. This is means it is a monad whose monad-algebras are precisely the endofunctor-algebras for F N . By construction of T N , it is also accessible. Now, by the construction of [Gar09] and the combinatorial-ness of M , we have an accessible fibrant factorization monad R on the arrow category M → , such that an arrow can be given an R-algebra structure if and only if it is a fibration, and R preserves codomains. In particular, when restricted to arrows with terminal codomain, we get an accessible fibrant replacement monad R 1 on M itself, such that an object can be given an R 1 -algebra structure if and only if it is fibrant.
Moreover, the composite of two R-algebras X Proof. Consider the algebraic coproduct of monads T N + R 1 . This is an (accessible) monad such that a (T N + R 1 )-algebra structure on an object X is precisely a pair of a T N -algebra structure (i.e. an F N -endofunctor-algebra structure) and an (unrelated) R 1 -algebra structure. Let N be the initial (T N + R 1 )-algebra, i.e. the free (T N + R 1 )-algebra on the initial object, N = (T N + R 1 )(∅). Since N is a T N -algebra, it comes with zero and succ; and since it is an R 1 -algebra, it is fibrant. Now suppose p : N.C N is a fibration of F N -endofunctor-algebras. Choose an R-algebra structure on p. Then the composite N.C N 1 acquires an R-algebra structure, which is to say that N.C acquires an R 1 -algebra structure, such that p is (not just an R-algebra but) an R 1 -algebra map. Since N.C is also a T N -algebra and p is also a T N -algebra map, it follows that N.C is a (T N + R 1 )-algebra and p is a (T N + R 1 )-algebra map. But since N is the initial (T N + R 1 )-algebra, any (T N + R 1 )-algebra map with codomain N has a (T N + R 1 )-algebra section, and hence in particular a T N -algebra section, as desired.
It is not clear to us whether these natural numbers types are weakly stable on (M , F) in general; but we can obtain weak stability with a small modification. Let M f denote the subcategory of fibrant objects in M , and (M f , F f ) the restriction of the comprehension category (M , F) to M f . Note that M f is the smallest subcategory of M to which F can be restricted and still be a comprehension category, since every fibrant object is the comprehension of some fibration over 1. In particular, any semantics of type theory in (M , F) must land inside M f , so not much is lost by this restriction.
Lemma 7.5. For any good model category M , the comprehension category (M f , F f ) also satisfies (LF).
Proof. The product of fibrant objects is of course fibrant, and the assumptions on a good model category ensure that the dependent exponential of a fibration along a fibration is again a fibration, hence its domain is fibrant if its codomain is.
Moreover, any weakly stable structure possesed by (M , F) is also possesed by (M f , F f ). Thus, all our preceding theorems about strictly stable structure in (M , F ! ) also apply to (M f , F f ,! ).
Theorem 7.6. If M is an excellent model category, then (M f , F f ) has weakly stable natural numbers types.
Proof. It suffices to show that any natural numbers type N over 1 is weakly stable, which is to say that for any (fibrant!) object Γ the pullback Γ * N is a natural numbers type over Γ. The proof is essentially the usual category-theoretic argument that pullback functors preserve natural numbers objects. Suppose C Γ * N is a fibration over Γ equipped with a section z : Γ → C over Γ * (zero) and a map s : Corollary 7.7. If M is an excellent model category, then (M f , F f ,! ) has strictly stable natural numbers types.
W-types
The construction of W-types is similar to that of natural numbers, with one additional wrinkle. Namely, the presence of parameters means that in weak stability we have to consider pullback along arbitrary morphisms σ : ∆ → Γ between fibrant objects, and in the case when Γ is not terminal, fibrancy of ∆ does not imply that σ is a fibration.
Since a good model category is locally cartesian closed, the weakly stable Π-types in (M , Proof. Let F WAB be the endofunctor of M /Γ sending X → Γ to the local exponential (A * X) B A , equipped with the composite projection (A * X)
Since this is a composite of left or right adjoints between accessible categories, it is an accessible endofunctor, and M /Γ is locally presentable, so F WAB generates an algebraicallyfree monad T WAB . Let Γ.W be the initial algebra of T WAB + R Γ , where R Γ is the restriction of R to morphisms with target Γ. Then Γ.W → Γ is a fibration, since it is an R-algebra, and its F WAB -endofunctor-algebra structure is exactly the map fold required of a W-type.
The input to the eliminator consists, as usual, of a fibration p : Γ.W.C Γ.W that is a F WAB -algebra morphism. This is not completely obvious, with the eliminator defined following syntax as in [ Γ is just the composite Γ.W.C Γ.W Γ.
4
) As before, we choose an R-algebra structure on p, making this composite Γ.W.C Γ.W Γ an R-algebra and the square Γ.W.C Γ.W Γ Γ an R-algebra map, hence also a (T WAB + R Γ )-algebra map. Thus, since W is the initial (T WAB + R Γ )-algebra, this morphism has a (T WAB + R Γ )-algebra section, and in particular a F WAB -endofunctor-algebra section, which is wrec.
Remark 8.2. In [vdBM15] it is shown that 1-categorical W-types in simplicial sets and certain other well-behaved model categories automatically preserve fibrancy. But in the general case we need to include a fibrant replacement, as before. Proof. Let W Γ be a W-type constructed as above for Γ ∈ M , A ∈ F(Γ), and B ∈ F(Γ.A); we must show that its pullback along any σ : ∆ → Γ is also a W-type.
We consider separately the cases when σ is an acyclic cofibration or a fibration; by factorization this suffices for the general case.
If σ is a fibration, the argument is similar to that of Theorem 7.6. Suppose given a fibration C σ * W over ∆ with structure map d over σ * (fold):
Then using several Beck-Chevalley transformations, we have a composite map
that lies over the corresponding map for σ * W constructed from σ * (fold). Now if we pull this back along the unit η W : W → σ * σ * W we get a map d satisfying
and thus a section wrec : W → η * W σ * C commuting with d and fold. Transposing this back across the adjunction σ * σ * , we obtain a section of C commuting with d and σ * (fold), as desired. On the other hand, if σ is an acyclic cofibration, then so is its pullback W * σ : σ * W → W along the fibration W Γ. Moreover, since ∆ is fibrant, so is the object σ * W. Therefore, the acyclic cofibration W * σ admits a retraction r. Since (W * σ) * r * C ∼ = C, it suffices to extend the given structure d on the fibration C σ * W to a corresponding structure on r * C W whose pullback to σ * W is d. This is contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 8.4. Suppose a pair of pullback squares in a good model category M :
in which all objects are fibrant, the downward-pointing arrows are fibrations, and the rightward-pointing arrows are acyclic cofibrations. Suppose moreover that for some fibration f : B A between fibrant objects of M /Γ, the object W of M /Γ is a F WAB -endofunctor-algebra, the objects C is a F W(σ * A)(σ * B) -endofunctor-algebra, and p is a F W(σ * A)(σ * B) -morphism (when V has its induced structure from W ). Then there is a F WAB -endofunctor-algebra structure on D inducing the structure on C by pullback and making q a F WAB -morphism.
Proof. By definition, F WAB (X) = f * B * X (with its canonical map to A forgotten), and similarly F W(σ * A)(σ * B) (X) = (σ * f ) * (σ * B) * X. Thus we are given the following commutative diagram of solid arrows and we want to construct the dashed arrow making the other squares commute:
This is equivalent to solving the following lifting problem:
* C is also the pullback of B * D along the map B * σ : σ * B → B, so by the Beck-Chevalley condition for the pullback square
* D A, and hence an acyclic cofibration.
Corollary 8.5. If M is an excellent model category, then (M f , F f ,! ) has strictly stable W-types.
A higher inductive type not constructible from pushouts
As mentioned in §1, it is known that (at least in the presence of a universe) many recursive higher inductive types can in fact be constructed using only pushouts and the natural numbers, including all n-truncations and some localizations. Thus, it seems worthwhile to give explicitly an example of a higher inductive type that cannot be so constructed.
Briefly, the idea is that higher inductive types can be used to construct free algebras for infinitary algebraic theories. However, Blass showed (modulo a large cardinal assumption) that these cannot be constructed in ZF [Bla83] . Therefore, no higher inductive types that are modelled by ZF can suffice to construct these.
To give this in detail, we work internally, and write x = y instead of Id(x, y). Let even, odd : N → N be the inclusions of the even and odd numbers respectively, and Now let F be the higher inductive type generated by the following constructors (some numbered for later reference).
• 0 : F.
• S : F → F.
• sup : (N → F) → F.
• F is a 0-type. As in [Uni13, §7.3] we can ensure this with two constructors:
•
(4) Suppose b, c : N → N are jointly surjective, and that L :
Finally, let pair : N × N → N be a bijection and define f (pair(k, n)) = f k (n) and g(pair(k, n)) = g k (n). Then we have sup(f ) = sup(g). It is not entirely clear to us how axiom (4) of [Bla83, §9] is to be interpreted as an equation of an algebraic theory; its statement appears to be conditional on certain equalities, hence essentially-algebraic rather than algebraic. Our (4) is a modification (which may have been essentially what was intended in [Bla83, §9] ) that is algebraic and satisfies the following two necessary properties.
First, we need that the canonical supremum operation on ordinal numbers satisfies (4) (with F interpreted as the ordinals). To see this, note that the assumption on L ensures that for any h, for each n there is an m with h(b(n)) ≤ h (c(m)), and dually. Thus, for any k, n there is an m with f k (n) ≤ g k+1 (m), and dually. Thus f and g are mutually cofinal, hence have the same supremum.
Second, in the proof of Subcase 3.1 in [Bla83, §9], we need (4) to imply that if h : N → F satisfies h(n) = sup({ h(m) | m ≤ n }), and b, c : N → N are jointly surjective and each cofinal, then sup(h • b) = sup(h • c). To see this, let L(n) : N → N be an enumeration of { m | m ≤ n }; then cofinality ensures the hypothesis of (4), while the other assumption ensures that h = h. Using (1), therefore, we have Corollary 9.2. If it is consistent with ZFC that there are arbitrarily large strongly compact cardinals, then ZF does not prove that the higher inductive type F exists in Set. In particular, since Set models type theory with pushouts and natural numbers, under this assumption F cannot be constructed from pushouts and the natural numbers. Thus, there is real extra power in recursive higher inductive types, above and beyond that obtainable by combining non-recursive higher inductive types and recursive ordinary inductive types.
Propositional truncation
Having dealt with both higher path-constructors in § §4-6 and recursive pointconstructors in § §7-8, we now combine them and consider a type with a recursive path-constructor. One of the simplest such is the propositional truncation, whose type-theoretic rules are shown in fig. 7 . According to the usual pattern, there should be a second computation rule regarding treq; but the typal form of this (which, as in §6, is all we will obtain eventually) follows automatically since everything is a proposition, so we do not bother to posit it separately. The semantic version of this definition is as follows. We say C has strictly stable propositional truncations if it has a stable class thereof in which each family of good structures is a singleton.
The local universes coherence lemma is proven as usual; we combine it with the analogue of Theorem 6.9.
Lemma 10.2. If C satisfies (LF) and has a stable class of propositional truncations relative to some stable classes of identity types and dependent identity types, then C ! has strictly stable propositional truncations relative to the identity types obtained by strictifying the given ones and any dependent identity types over these.
Proof. The local universe for the formation and introduction rules is just V A , while that for the elimination and computation rules is
And if C has eliminator data relative to some other dependent identity types, then by composing it with the map k from Theorem 6.9 we obtain eliminator data for the given strictified ones, allowing us to define the desired section.
Passing to the model-categorical context, it is useful to isolate the following definition.
Definition 10.3. A morphism X → Γ in a good model category is a proposition over Γ if it is equipped with a section of the projection X ∆ 1 Γ → X × Γ X, i.e. a simplicial homotopy over Γ between the two projections X × Γ X ⇒ X. A map of propositions over Γ is a map over Γ that preserves these sections (or homotopies).
Note that when interpreted with respect to the canonical identity types and dependent identity types in a good model category, the introduction rule for A says that it is a fibrant proposition with a map from A, and the elimination rule says that any fibration over A that is a map of propositions and has a section over A has a section over A . Definition 10.3 does not require X → Γ to be a fibration, but when it is, the definition has the following reformulations.
Lemma 10.4. The following are equivalent for a fibration p : X Γ in a good model category.
(i) p admits some structure of a proposition over Γ.
(ii) The diagonal X → X × Γ X is a weak equivalence.
(iii) The diagonal X → X × Γ X is an acyclic cofibration.
Proof. The diagonal is always a split mono, hence a cofibration, so (ii)⇔(iii) is easy. And (iii)⇒(i) by lifting in the square
in which the right-hand map is a fibration since p is a fibration, as in Theorem 5.2. Finally, if (i) then any two parallel maps over Γ with target X are simplicially homotopic, by composing with the specified section. Thus, consider either projection X × Γ X → X; this is a retraction of the diagonal, while the composite X × Γ X → X → X × Γ X is simplicially homotopic to the identity by the above. Thus the diagonal is a simplicial homotopy equivalence.
Lemma 10.5. Given a proposition X Γ over Γ in a good model category, the following are equivalent for a further fibration Y X. (i) Y X admits some structure of a proposition over X. (ii) the composite Y X Γ admits some structure of a proposition over Γ. (iii) the composite Y X Γ admits some structure of a proposition over Γ such that Y → X is a map of propositions.
Proof. We have a pullback square 
Here the right-hand map is a fibration since it is the pullback corner product in M /Γ of the fibration Y X and the cofibration 2 → ∆ 1 , so such a lift exists.
The following proof introduces one more new idea: algebraic pushouts of monads to "glue in recursive paths". Theorem 10.6. If M is an excellent model category, then (M f , F f ) has a stable class of propositional truncations relative to its canonical stable classes of identity types and dependent identity types, and hence (M f , F f ,! ) has strictly stable propositional truncations.
Proof. Let F ∆ 1 be the endofunctor of M /Γ defined by F ∆ 1 (X) = (X × Γ X) ⊗ ∆ 1 . Then an F ∆ 1 -endofunctor-algebra structure on X consists of a simplicial homotopy between two maps X × Γ X ⇒ X. These two maps can be arbitrary and are given as part of the algebra structure, but we can identify them with the projections by taking an algebraic colimit of monads.
If we define F 2 (X) = (X × Γ X) ⊗ 2, then an F 2 -endofunctor-algebra structure consists of two maps X × Γ X ⇒ X. Moreover, there is a natural transformation F 2 → F ∆ 1 such that the induced functor from F ∆ 1 -endofunctor-algebras to F 2 -endofunctor-algebras forgets the homotopy but remembers the maps. And if T 2 and T ∆ 1 denote the algebraically-free monads on these (accessible) endofunctors, we have an induced monad morphism T 2 → T ∆ 1 that has the same effect on algebras.
Let Id denote the identity functor with its unique monad structure, so that every object has a unique Id-algebra structure. Every object also has a canonical (though not unique) T 2 -algebra structure consisting of the two projections, so there is a monad morphism T 2 → Id. Let T Prop be the algebraic monad pushout:
Then a T Prop -algebra is exactly a proposition over Γ. Finally, consider the algebraic monad coproduct T Prop + R Γ , and let A = (T Prop + R Γ )(A). (More precisely, we define a "good" propositional truncation to be a fibration over Γ equipped with an isomorphism to (T Prop + R Γ )(A).) Then A → Γ is a fibration, since it is an R Γ -algebra, and A is a proposition since it is a T Prop -algebra, while the unit of the monad T Prop + R Γ supplies tr : A → A .
The eliminator data consists of a fibration p : C A that is also a T Propalgebra morphism, together with a map t : A → C over tr. As usual, we choose an R-algebra structure on p, inducing an R-algebra structure on the composite C A Γ such that p becomes an R-algebra morphism. Thus, t : A → C is a map from A to a (T Prop + R Γ )-algebra, so it factors uniquely through the free (T Prop + R Γ )-algebra on A, which by definition is A . And when we compose this factorization f : A → C with p, we get a factorization of tr through itself, which must therefore be the identity; thus f is a section of p as desired.
It remains to prove weak stability. Since pullback preserves limits and simplicial homotopies, it preserves the introduction rule, i.e. it takes propositions to propositions. For elimination and computation, as in Theorem 8.3 we deal separately with the cases when σ : ∆ → Γ is a fibration or an acyclic cofibration.
If σ is a fibration and C σ * A is a fibration of propositions over ∆, then as usual we have a fibration σ * C σ * σ * A over Γ. Moreover, σ * also preserves propositions, since it is a simplicial right adjoint and hence preserves limits and simplicial homotopies. Thus, σ * C → σ * σ * A is also a fibration of propositions over Γ, while the unit η : A → σ * σ * A is a map of propositions. Thus, the pullback η * σ * C A is also a proposition over Γ. Moreover, if C has a section over σ * A, then σ * C has a section over A, which therefore extends to a section of η * σ * C, i.e. a map A → σ * C over η. This transposes to a section of C, as desired. On the other hand, if σ is an acyclic cofibration, then so is A * σ : σ * A → A , since A Γ is a fibration. Since ∆ is fibrant, so is σ * A , and so just as in Theorem 8.3 A * σ admits a retraction r. Now suppose C σ * A is a fibration of propositions over ∆, with a section c over σ * A. Then r * C A is a fibration whose pullback along σ is C, and by lifting in the following square
we obtain a section of r * C over A whose pullback to ∆ is the given c. Moreover, since C ∼ = σ * r * C, we have the following commutative square
in which all maps except the right-hand one are known to be weak equivalences: the left-hand one since C is a proposition over Γ, the top since it is a pullback of the weak equivalence σ along a fibration, and the bottom since it is a homotopy pullback of weak equivalences. Thus, by 2-out-of-3 the right-hand map is also a weak equivalence, i.e. r * C is a proposition over Γ. Therefore, by Lemma 10.5, we can give it the structure of a proposition such that r * C → A is a map of propositions. So we can apply trrec to obtain a section of it, which pulls back to the desired section of C.
Cell monads
At this point we have enough examples to motivate and formulate a general notion of higher inductive type on the semantic side, although it remains an open problem to give a syntactic presentation of equal generality. In this section we consider "higher inductive types" without parameters; in the next section we will generalize to allow parameters.
We start with a very general notion of "typal initial algebra" in the comprehension category context for which we can isolate the conditions necessary to prove the local universes coherence theorem.
Definition 11.1. For any category C, a fibred category of structures over C is a comprehension category structure (C, S) such that the functor S → C → is a faithful amnestic isofibration. We call an object of S an S-algebra, and we call a lifting of (X → Γ) ∈ C → to S an S-structure on it. We call a morphism in S an S-morphism.
Note that by the assumptions on S, the collection of S-structures on any X → Γ is a partially ordered set (not just a preordered set).
Definition 11.2. Let (C, T ) be a comprehension category, and let S be a fibred category of structures over C (note that there is no relation between S and T ). A typal initial S-algebra over Γ is a type H ∈ T (Γ) together with an S-structure on its comprehension Γ.H → Γ, such that for any C ∈ T (Γ.H) together with an S-algebra structure on the composite Γ.
We say C has weakly stable typal initial S-algebras if for any Γ there exists a typal initial S-algebra over Γ whose reindexing along any σ : ∆ → Γ is again a typal initial S-algebra. If C is split, we say it has strictly stable typal initial S-algebras if we have an operation assigning to each Γ a typal initial S-algebra over Γ with specified S-algebra sections, in a way that is strictly preserved by the split reindexing functors.
Definition 11.3. Let (C, T ) be a comprehension category and S a fibred category of structures over C. Given A ∈ T (Γ) and B ∈ T (Γ.A) and any S-structure A on Note that the notion of representable lift does involve both S and T , and also that the assumptions on S ensure that this functor really does sensibly take values in (partially ordered) sets (rather than groupoids or categories).
Lemma 11.4. Let (C, T ) be a comprehension category and S a fibred category of structures over C. If C has weakly stable typal initial S-algebras, C has a terminal object, and S has representable lifts, then C ! has strictly stable typal initial S-algebras.
Proof. Choose a weakly stable typal initial S-algebra H ∈ T (1) with S-structure H , and let V H = 1 and E H = H with H = 1. Then assign to each Γ the algebra (V H , E H , !); this is strictly stable by composition of names, as usual. That is, since the "formation" and "introduction" rules (which jointly correspond to a choice of S-structure on the comprehension of a type) have no premises, their local universe is the terminal object.
For the elimination rule, given a type 
. This is exactly the input to the "elimination and computation rules" of a typal initial S-algebra, so we take V H [V ],E C [c] as the local universe for that. The weak stability of H implies that the universal lift over
has a section that is an S-morphism, which we can then reindex to Γ to obtain a strictly stable eliminator.
Note that we did not yet need to explicitly assume all of (LF); the assumption of representable lifts encodes all of this that's relevant to S. Now we move on to good model categories. In this case, our work in previous sections suggests that we should consider structures defined as the algebras for a monad. To obtain a fibred category of algebras, we need to consider fibred monads as well.
Definition 11.5. A fibred monad on a category C with pullbacks is a monad T on C → in the category of fibrations over C. That is, T and its unit η and multiplication µ live in the (strict) slice 2-category of Cat over C, meaning that T preserves codomains and the codomain-part of η and µ are the identity, and also T preserves cartesian morphisms.
In particular, such a T induces a monad T Γ on each slice category C/Γ, and each pullback functor σ * : C/Γ → C/∆ is a strong monad morphism, i.e. it satisfies σ * T Γ ∼ = T ∆ σ * coherently. That is, a fibred monad is equivalently an indexed monad.
Let T-Alg denote the category of T-algebras, which is again fibred over C; the fiberwiseness of η means that its fiber over Γ is T Γ -Alg. We record:
Lemma 11.6. For any fibred monad T on a category C with pullbacks, T-Alg is a fibred category of structures over C.
Lemma 11.7. If T is a fibred monad on a model category M , then the full subcategory T-Alg f of T-Alg consisting of T-algebra structures on fibrations over fibrant objects is a fibred category of structures over the full subcategory of fibrant objects M f .
The question, therefore, is what conditions we can impose on T to ensure that (1) (M f , F f ) has weakly stable initial T-Alg f -structures, and (2) T-Alg f has representable lifts. It is familiar from homotopy theory that an algebraic theory (such as an operad or, in this case, a monad) must be sufficiently "cofibrant" to have good homotopical behavior. Cofibrant objects, in turn, are generally constructed as "cell complexes". Inspecting our proofs of weak stability in the preceding sections leads us to the following definitions.
Lemma 11.8. Let M be a locally presentable category, and F a fibred endofunctor of M such that each fiber F Γ is accessible. Let T Γ be the algebraically-free monad on F Γ . Then these monads T Γ are also indexed, i.e. we have coherent isomorphisms T ∆ • σ * ∼ = σ * • T Γ commuting with the monad structures, and hence induce a fibred monad T.
Proof. As explained in [Kel80, nLa] , T Γ is constructed out of colimits in M using a general method that depends on F Γ only insofar as we have to carry it out to some stage κ such that F Γ is κ-accessible. It doesn't matter whether we go "too far", since the construction converges: once we reach a κ such that F Γ is κ-accessible, continuing to larger values of κ doesn't change the result. Therefore, given σ : ∆ → Γ, we can choose κ such that F Γ and F ∆ are both κ-accessible, and then both T Γ and T ∆ can be constructed by exactly the same colimits, only involving F Γ and F ∆ respectively. Since σ * preserves all colimits, the isomorphisms 
By the Beck-Chevalley condition for dependent exponentials, F f Γ is an indexed endofunctor, hence we have an fibred endofunctor F f , which is moreover (fiberwise) accessible. Finally, for any simplicial set K we have a further fibred endofunctor F f ⊗ K, which is again accessible; we denote the free fibred monad it generates by
Definition 11.9. Let M be an excellent model category.
• A monad cell is a fibred monad morphism T f,K → T f,L induced by some fibration f : B → A of fibrant objects in M and some cofibration K → L of simplicial sets.
• A (finite) relative cell monad is a fibred monad morphism obtained as a (finite) composite of pushouts of monad cells.
• A (finite) cell monad is a fibred monad T such that the unique map from the initial fibred monad (which is the identity Id) is a (finite) relative cell monad.
As in previous sections, the proof of weak stability for typal initial T-algebras will proceed by considering separately the cases when σ is a fibration or an acyclic cofibration. For the fibration case, the relevant lemma will be the following.
Lemma 11.10. For any fibred monad T on a good model category M , and any morphism σ : ∆ → Γ, the adjunction σ
Proof. Since σ * is a strong monad morphism, by doctrinal adjunction [Kel74] the entire adjunction σ * σ * lifts to the 2-category of categories-with-monads and lax monad morphisms. But the construction of categories of algebras is functorial on this 2-category, hence takes this adjunction to the desired adjunction between categories of algebras.
For the acyclic cofibration case, the relevant lemma will be the following analogue of Lemma 8.4.
Lemma 11.11. Let S → T be a relative cell monad on an excellent model category, and suppose given a pair of pullback squares:
in which all objects are fibrant, the downward-pointing arrows are fibrations, and the rightward-pointing arrows are acyclic cofibrations. Suppose moreover that:
(i) C and V are T ∆ -algebras and p is a T ∆ -morphism, (ii) W is a T Γ -algebra and j is a cartesian morphism in T-Alg, (iii) D is an S Γ -algebra and q is an S Γ -morphism (where W has its induced S Γ -structure), and (iv) i is a cartesian morphism in S-Alg (where C has its induced S ∆ -structure).
Then there is a T Γ -structure on D such that q is a T Γ -morphism and i is a cartesian morphism in T-Alg.
Proof. It is easy to check that this property is preserved by algebraic pushouts and (possibly transfinite) composites of monad morphisms. Thus, it suffices to show that monad cells T f,K → T f,L have this property. In this case, generalizing the argument of Lemma 8.4, we have the following commutative diagram of solid arrows and we want to construct a dashed arrow making the other squares commute:
But the left-hand map is now the pushout product of (σ * f ) * (σ * B) * C ⊗ L → f * B * D, which we showed in Lemma 8.4 to be an acyclic cofibration, and the cofibration K → L of simplicial sets; thus it is also an acyclic cofibration.
Theorem 11.12. If T is a cell monad on an excellent model category M , then (M f , F f ) has weakly stable typal initial T-Alg f -algebras.
Proof. As usual, for any Γ, let H Γ be the initial (T Γ + R Γ )-algebra. Then it is a fibration and a T Γ -algebra. And given any fibration C H that is a T Γ -morphism, choose an R-structure on it to make C → Γ a (T Γ + R Γ )-algebra and C → H a (T Γ + R Γ )-morphism, so that it has a (T Γ + R Γ )-section. Thus, H is a typal initial T-Alg f -algebra.
To show that it is weakly stable, by factorization we consider separately the cases when σ : ∆ → Γ is a fibration or an acyclic cofibration. If σ is a fibration, then for any T ∆ -algebra fibration C σ * H, by Lemma 11.10 we have a T Γ -algebra map σ * C σ * σ * H, which is a fibration since σ is a fibration. Thus, pulling it back along the unit H → σ * σ * H, we obtain a T Γ -algebra fibration over H, which therefore has a T Γ -algebra section. This gives a map H → σ * C, whose transpose under the adjunction of Lemma 11.10 is the desired T ∆ -algebra section σ * H → C. If σ is an acyclic cofibration, then so is its pullback H * (σ) : σ * H → H along the fibration H Γ. Since ∆ is fibrant, so is σ * H, and thus H * (σ) has a retraction r. Now for any T ∆ -algebra fibration C σ * H, let D = r * C, so that C ∼ = (H * (σ)) * (D). By Lemma 11.11 applied to the relative cell monad Id → T, we can find a T Γ -algebra structure on D making D → H a T Γ -algebra fibration whose pullback is C → σ * H. Thus, applying the eliminator for H we get a T Γ -algebra section of D, which pulls back to a T ∆ -algebra section of C.
Finally, we also have:
Theorem 11.13. If T is a cell monad on an excellent model category M , then T-Alg f has representable lifts.
Proof. To make the induction go through, we will prove the following stronger result. Let S → T be a relative cell monad. For any fibrations B A Γ such that A Γ is a T Γ -algebra and B Γ is an S Γ -algebra and B → A is an S Γ -algebra map, we will show that there is a representing object V for extensions of the S-algebra structure on B to a T-algebra structure making B → A into a T-algebra map, and that moreover the map V → Γ is a fibration.
In particular, this property implies that V is fibrant, as it must be since we are considering T-Alg f rather than T-Alg. But the stronger assumption that V → Γ is a fibration ensures that the property is preserved by both algebraic pushouts and (possibly transfinite) composites of monad morphisms. In the latter case we take a (possible transfinite) inverse composite of the representing fibrations.
Thus, it suffices to show that the property holds for monad cells
there is a representing object for extensions of the (
Such an extension is a dotted arrow filling in the following diagram:
We define the representing object to be the following pullback:
, but we have written it using the former notation to make it clear that the right-hand map is the pullback corner map for the cofibration K → L and the map B , and hence also equivalently a section of V Γ. Moreover, the entire diagram lives in M /Γ and is preserved by pullback; thus a choice of such a lift after pullback along σ is the same as a factorization of σ through V . This says exactly that V has the desired universal property.
Corollary 11.14. If M is an excellent model category and T is a cell monad on it, then (M f , F f ,! ) has strictly stable typal initial T-Alg f -algebras.
We refrain from discussing examples until after the generalization to monads with parameters in the next section.
Remark 11.15. There is a natural generalization of a cell monad that allows cells generated by endofunctor morphisms
The above proofs go through for this generalization as long as the cofibration K → L satisfies the pushout-product property in M , such as if M is itself a cartesian monoidal model category. Similarly, we could replace simplicial sets by another suitable monoidal model category over which M is enriched.
Cell monads with parameters
Now we generalize the construction of §11 to allow parameters, i.e. premises for the formation and introduction rules. Because our type theory has no universes, we have to treat type parameters separately from term parameters. Intuitively, a "parameter scheme" is a list of hypothesized judgments in type theory; but in this section we take a semantic point of view instead.
Recall that in a comprehension category (C, T ), a dependent projection is a map that is isomorphic to the comprehension of some (unspecified) type Γ.A → Γ, and a display map is a finite composite of dependent projections. All pullbacks of dependent projections and display maps exist and are again of the same sort. We view a display map as a semantic version of a context extension. Let D 1 and D be the categories whose objects are dependent projections and display maps, respectively, and whose morphisms are pullback squares; then the codomain projections D 1 → C and D → C are fibrations of groupoids.
Let T∼ = be the subcategory of T containing only the cartesian arrows; then T∼ = → C is also a fibration of groupoids. Finally, let D 1, * be the category whose objects are dependent projections equipped with a section, and whose morphisms are cartesian ones commuting with the sections. The forgetful functor D 1, * → D 1 is a discrete fibration.
Definition 12.1. Let (C, T ) be a comprehension category. We define the set of parameter schemes over (C, T ) together with, for every such parameter scheme P, a fibration Inst(P) → C of instantiations of P, mutually inductively as follows.
• There is an empty parameter scheme , and Inst( ) = C (i.e. there is a unique instantiation of over every Γ ∈ C).
• If P is a parameter scheme, an extension of P by a type parameter is a new parameter scheme P, α determined by a cartesian functor α : Inst(P) → D over C. Its instantiations are determined by the following pullback:
• If P is a parameter scheme, an extension of P by a term parameter is a new parameter scheme P, α, β determined by a cartesian functor α : Inst(P) → D over C and a cartesian functor β :
Its instantiations are determined by the following pullback:
Remark 12.2. The above definition could be made more general; as stated it essentially assumes that the parameters are defined using only "pseudo-stable structure", but we could in principle allow weakly stable structure as well. However, it is hard to think of examples requiring the more general version, so we refrain from introducing the complication.
Intuitively, α assigns the context extension in which a type or term parameter lives, while β assigns the type to which a term parameter belongs (which can depend on the context extension). For instance, if a type parameter is just Γ B type, then α will assign to every instantiation over Γ the terminal display map 1 Γ . On the other hand, if the parameter scheme P already contains a type parameter A, then the additional type parameter Γ, x : A B type will have a functor α that assigns to each instantiation over Γ the comprehension of the corresponding type A. Definition 12.3. A fibred category of structures with parameters over a comprehension category (C, T ) consists of a parameter scheme P, a fibration S → C, and a faithful amnestic isofibration S → Inst(P) × C C → over C.
If Θ is an instantiation of P over Γ, the objects of the fiber over (Θ, X → Γ) will be called S(Θ)-structures on X; as before they form a partially ordered set. We say C has weakly stable typal initial S-algebras if for any Γ and Θ there exists a typal initial S(Θ)-algebra whose reindexing along any σ : ∆ → Γ is a typal initial S(Θ[σ], θ[σ])-algebra. If C is split, we say it has strictly stable typal initial S-algebras if we have an operation assigning to each Γ and Θ a typal initial S(Θ)-algebra over Γ with specified S-algebra sections, in a way that is strictly preserved by the split reindexing functors. We are almost ready to prove the local universes coherence theorem, but first we need to address the difference between parameters over C and parameters over C ! . Note that the dependent projections and display maps of C ! are exactly the same as those of C.
Problem 12.6. Every parameter scheme P over (C, T ) gives rise to a parameter scheme P ! over (C, T ! ) together with a cartesian functor ρ : Inst(P ! ) → Inst(P) over C.
Construction. By induction on P. Of course, ! = . We define P, α ! = P ! , α • ρ and P, α, β ! = P ! , α • ρ, β • ρ . The well-typedness of the latter for T ! is why we defined β to take values in D 1 rather than T∼ = . The maps ρ in the two inductive steps are defined by the following diagrams:
Definition 12.7. If S is a fibred category of structures with parameters over C, with parameter scheme P, we define S ! to be the fibred category of structures with parameter scheme P ! over C ! obtained by pullback along ρ :
Theorem 12.8. Let (C, T ) be a comprehension category and S a fibred category of structures with parameters over C. If C has weakly stable typal initial S-algebras, C satisfies (LF), and S has representable lifts, then C ! has strictly stable typal initial S ! -algebras.
Proof. Suppose given Γ ∈ C and an instantiation Θ over Γ of the parameter scheme P ! of S ! . By induction on P, we construct a local universe V Θ for the formation and introduction rules (i.e. the type H ∈ T (Γ) and its S(Θ)-structure), an instantiation Ξ ∈ Inst(P ! ) VΘ , and a map Θ :
In the case of , we take V Θ = 1, and Ξ and Θ are unique.
In the case of P, α , we have inductively Θ ∈ Inst(P ! ) along with V Θ , Ξ, and Θ , and also α : Inst(P) → D over C and (as the additional data extending Θ to a T ! -instantiation of P, α ! ) a type A ∈ T ! (dom(α(ρ(Θ)))), determined as usual by
in C/V Θ , which exists by (LF). Its comes with a universal evaluation map
, so together with V A and E A this evaluation map determines a type in T ! over this domain, which is exactly what we need to extend Ξ[π A ] to an instantiation of P, α ! over V (Θ,A) . Finally, the universal property of
so A is exactly such a map.
In the case of P, α, β , we have again inductively Θ, V Θ , Ξ, and Θ , and also α : Inst(P) → D over C and β : Inst(P) → D 1 over dom • α, and (as the additional data extending Θ to a T ! -instantiation of P, α, β ! ) a section a of β(ρ(Θ)). Let π a : V (Θ,a) → V Θ to be the dependent exponential
which exists by (LF). It comes with a universal evaluation map V (Θ,a) × VΘ α(ρ(Ξ)) → β(ρ(Ξ)) over dom(α(ρ(Ξ))) = cod(β(ρ(Ξ))), i.e. a section of β(ρ(Ξ))[π a ], which is exactly what we need to extend Ξ[π a ] to an instantiation of P, α, β ! over V (Θ,a) . Finally, the universal property of V (Θ,a) says that (Θ, a) : Θ) ) and similarly for β(ρ(Ξ)), so a is itself such a map.
This completes the definition of V Θ , Ξ ∈ Inst(P ! ) VΘ , and Θ : Γ → V Θ such that Θ = Ξ[ Θ ]. Now let V H = V Θ and H = Θ , and let E H ∈ T (V H ) be a weakly stable typal initial S(Ξ)-algebra, with S(Ξ)-structure H . Then (V H , E H , H ) ∈ T ! (Γ) is the specified typal initial S(Θ)-algebra in our intended strictly stable structure for T ! . As usual, this is strictly stable by composition of names.
For the elimination and computation rules, given C ∈ T ! (Γ.H) determined by (V C , E C , C ), consider first the object V = V H V C constructed as in [LW15] , which classifies maps σ : ∆ → V H together with maps E H [σ] → V C . In particular, we have universal maps v : V → V H and c :
Now since S has representable lifts, we have a map
. Thus, we can we take V H [V ],E C [c] as the local universe for the elimination and computation rules. The weak stability of H implies that the universal lift over V H [V ],E C [c] has a section that is an S-morphism, which we can then reindex to Γ to obtain a strictly stable eliminator. Now we move on to monads with parameters. For any category C with pullbacks and Γ ∈ C, let Mnd (C) Γ denote the category of fibred monads on C/Γ. A fibred monad can be restricted along the projection C/∆ → C/Γ for any σ : ∆ → Γ, so these categories assemble into a fibration Mnd (C) → C.
Definition 12.9. If (C, T ) is a comprehension category with pullbacks, a fibred monad with parameters on C is a parameter scheme P together with a cartesian morphism T : Inst(P) → Mnd (C) over C.
Thus, for any instantiation Θ over Γ, we have an indexed monad T(Θ) on C/Γ, whose fiber over 1 Γ is an ordinary monad T(Θ) Γ on C/Γ. We write T-Alg Θ for the category of algebras of T(Θ) Γ , each of which has an underlying object of C/Γ, i.e. of C → over Γ. These categories vary functorially with respect to cartesian morphisms of Θ (in particular, isomorphisms and reindexing along morphisms in C), so we have a fibration T-Alg → C with a projection T-Alg → Inst(P) × C C → over C. The following are easy to verify.
Lemma 12.10. For any fibred monad with parameters T on a comprehension category C with pullbacks, T-Alg is a fibred category of structures with parameters over C (with the same parameter scheme).
Lemma 12.11. If T is a fibred monad with parameters on a model category M , then the full subcategory T-Alg f of T-Alg consisting of T-algebra structures on fibrations over fibrant objects is a fibred category of structures with parameters over M f .
Definition 12.12. If M is an excellent model category, then a (finite) cell monad with parameters on M is a fibred monad with parameters such that each fibred monad T(Θ) is a (finite) cell monad on M /Γ. Theorem 12.13. If T is a cell monad with parameters on an excellent model category M , then (M f , F f ) has weakly stable typal initial T-Alg f -algebras.
Proof. Note that for any σ : ∆ → Γ and any instantiation Θ over Γ, the monad T(Θ[σ]) ∆ (the value of the fibred monad T(Θ[σ]) on C/∆ at 1 ∆ ) coincides with the monad T(Θ) σ (the value of the fibred monad T(Θ) on C/Γ at σ). This is because T : Inst(P) → Mnd (C) preserves cartesian arrows, and definition of the reindexing of a fibred monad and the fact that (C/Γ)/(σ : ∆ → Γ) C/∆. Therefore, we can essentially repeat the proof of Theorem 11.12 once for each instantiation.
Theorem 12.14. If T is a cell monad with parameters on an excellent model category M , then T-Alg f has representable lifts.
Proof. Inspecting Definitions 11.3 and 12.5, we see that T has representable lifts just when each fibred monad T(Θ) on C/Γ does. Thus, this follows directly from Theorem 11.13.
Corollary 12.15. If M is an excellent model category and T is a cell monad with parameters on it, then (M f , F f ,! ) has strictly stable typal initial T-Alg f -algebras.
The proofs of Theorems 12.13 and 12.14 may seem almost too slick, as if something is being swept under the rug. In particular, note that in Definition 12.12 we did not assume any compatibility between the cell structures of the monads T(Θ)! However, we did assume that the resulting monads fit together into a cartesian morphism from instantiations to fibred monads, which implies that however the parameters are being used in the construction of the monads T(Θ) must be stable under reindexing, and this is all that is required for Theorems 12.13 and 12.14. In fact, the internals of Inst(P) are only needed to prove the local universes coherence theorem, Theorem 12.8; for Theorems 12.13 and 12.14, Inst(P) could just as well be any fibration over C.
Although Corollary 12.15 is very general, unlike our results in § §6-10 it is missing more than just an initiality theorem to yield a result about models of syntactic type theory. Specifically, in order to apply it to any particular syntactic higher inductive type H, we have to do the following.
(i) Manually translate the parameters of H to a parameter scheme (Definition 12.1). This is practically algorithmic along the lines discussed above: for each parameter, α corresponds to the extended context of that parameter, and in the case of a term parameter, β corresponds to the type of that parameter. It's just that we don't have a general theorem that does the work for us. (ii) Manually construct a cell monad T (with parameters) from the constructors of H. Although it may not be obvious from the examples we have seen so far, this is also pretty close to algorithmic, although there are certain limits on the constructors we can handle. We will explain in more detail below. (iii) Manually generalize the notions of weakly and strictly stable typal initial T-Alg f -algebras to refer to stable classes of identity types, dependent identity types, and identity applications rather than the simplicial structure of M , and prove an analogue of Theorem 6.9. This is also practically algorithmic: transpose the left homotopies to right homotopies, replace the simplicial path objects by the type-theoretic structures, and transfer by composing with the equivalences h and k from Theorem 6.9.
Ideally, of course, we would like a general correspondence between syntax and semantics that does all this work for us. This would entail giving a precise syntactic definition of what a "higher inductive type" is, which is already a significant task.
5
We leave it for future work.
The construction of a cell monad from a list of higher inductive constructors (item (ii)) goes roughly as follows. Each constructor of H corresponds to a cell of the monad T. The domain of that constructor, which we require to be "strictly positive" in H, determines the polynomial functor F WAB in the same way as for ordinary inductive types. (It may be possible to generalize further, for instance by allowing identity types of H to appear in such domains, but we ignore that possibility for now.) The "dimension" of the constructor determines the simplicial cofibration K → L: ordinary point-constructors use the cofibration ∅ → 1, 1-dimensional pathconstructors use 2 → ∆ 1 , 2-path constructors use the "inclusion of the boundary of a 2-globe", and so on. Finally, in the case of path-constructors, the source and target of the path determine the "attaching map" of the cell. This is all made clearer by a discussion of examples.
Example 12.16. Ordinary inductive types are the special case of higher inductive types that have no path-constructors. In this case, each cell is of the form ∅ → T WAB , so instead of a "cell complex" we are really just building a coproduct of the monads T WAB corresponding to each constructor. In the case of only one constructor, we just get T WAB itself, as we used in §8.
An example with two constructors is the natural numbers, for which the constructor domains yield the maps ∅ → 1 and 1 → 1 respectively. The former yields the monad for pointed objects, the latter the monad for objects with an endomorphism; thus their algebraic coproduct is the monad for pointed objects with an endomorphism, the same one we used in §7.
Example 12.17. Any cell complex construction of a simplicial set K using "globular" cells can be translated into a cell monad for a higher inductive version of K. For instance, the circle has a 0-dimensional cell and a 1-dimensional cell:
If we take simplicial copowers of this diagram with the constant endofunctor at 1 ∈ M , which is F W1∅ , we get a "cell endofunctor"; and then taking free monads we obtain a cell monad. The corresponding higher inductive type is the usual S 1 . Similarly, we can construct the sphere S 2 , and so on. In such cases, of course, the technology of cell monads is overkill; we can simply take the simplicial copower 1 ⊗ K and fibrantly replace it, arguing as in § §4-6. Note that the endofunctor F ∅→B1+B2 is constant at B 1 + B 2 , while F ∅→A ⊗ 2 is constant at A ⊗ 2 ∼ = A + A. Thus the map marked [inl • f 1 , inr • f 2 ] really is just such a copairing. Taking free monads then yields a cell monad whose higher inductive type is the pushout of f 1 and f 2 .
This construction applies to a particular A, B i , f i in some slice M /Γ; in the general case we construct a parameter scheme as follows. First there are three type parameters for which α : Inst(P) → D is fiberwise constant at 1 Γ (i.e. A, B 1 , B 2 are all in the same arbitrary context Γ). This yields a parameter scheme P 3 whose instantiations consist of three types A, B 1 , B 2 in the same context. Then we have two term parameters for which α(A, We then need to verify that this construction is stable, up to isomorphism, under reindexing of these data when performed in arbitrary slices. This is always obvious, so subsequently we omit to mention it.
Example 12.19. The propositional truncation ( §10) expressed as a higher inductive type has two constructors:
• tr : A → A • treq : x,y: A Id A (x, y)
The only parameter is A, so the parameter scheme has one type parameter with α fiberwise constant at 1 Γ . Again we have a cell monad with two cells, but now it no longer arises from a cell endofunctor.
By definition we have F 2→1 (X) = X × X, while it is easy to verify that T 1 (X) = X + A (the free monad on the constant endofunctor at A, whose algebras are objects under A). The attaching map
consists of the first and second product projections, injected into X. This is the semantic version of the syntax x,y: A Id A (x, y), which says that we have two copies of the type being defined in the domain (X × X) and the source and target of the path (Id A (x, y)) come from the first and the second copies respectively. Note that this map does not land in F ∅→A , only in the free monad it generates.
In general, when describing the attaching maps of a cell monad it is useful to know that monad morphisms S → T are equivalent to functors T-Alg → S-Alg over M , i.e. natural ways to assign an S-algebra structure to any T-algebra. In particular, if S is algebraically-free on an endofunctor F , then such a morphism is determined by a natural way to assign an F -endofunctor-algebra to any T-algebra.
Example 12.20. The James construction JA of a type A equipped with a point : A, as defined in [Bru16] , has three constructors:
• ε : JA • α : A → JA → JA • δ : x:JA Id JA (x, α( , x)) The parameters are A and , so our parameter scheme has one type parameter with α fiberwise constant at 1 Γ , and one term parameter with α again constant at 1 Γ while β(A) = (Γ.A → Γ).
The first cell is ∅ → F 0→1 , yielding a monad whose algebras are pointed objects. The second cell is ∅ → F A→A , yielding a monad whose algebras are objects with an "A-indexed family of endomorphisms" A × X → X.
The third cell is F 1→1 ⊗ 2 → F 1→1 ⊗ ∆ 1 . Since F 1→1 (X) = X, an endofunctoralgebra for F 1→1 ⊗ 2 is an object equipped with two endomorphisms. The nontrivial attaching map F 1→1 ⊗ 2 → T 2 therefore consists of a natural way to assign two endomorphisms to a pointed object equipped with a map α : A × X → X. The syntax tells us that first endomorphism is the identity 1 X , while the second is α • ( , 1 X ). We leave it to the reader to translate from typal initial algebras to dependent identity types as in Theorem 6.9.
Example 12.21. Given a type I, two types i : I S i type and i : I T i type, and a family of functions i : I, s : S i f i (s) : T i , corresponding to a map f : S → T in M /I, the f -localization of a type A, as defined in [RSS17] , has five constructors:
• Hopefully these examples are convincing of the generality of our construction and the relative straightforwardness of its application to individual examples. It does, however, have the following notable limitation: because the "attaching map" F f,K → T n must be a map of fibred monads, it must exist before we take the monad coproduct with R, and therefore in defining it we cannot assume that T n (X) is fibrant. Thus, the source and target terms of a higher constructor cannot use operations that only exist in fibrant types, such as path-concatenation and eliminators of other inductive types.
For instance, in the torus constructor sq : Id Id T 2 (base,base) (left right, right left), the source and target terms involve path-concatenation, so we cannot deal with this constructor directly. Reducing it to a 1-constructor using the "hub-and-spoke" method [Uni13, §6.7] does not help, since the "rim" of the wheel, and hence the outer boundaries of the spokes, are defined using the eliminator of S 1 , which is also only defined when the target is a (fibrant) type.
However, in this case (and many others) there is a different workaround. As the cofibration K → L for the monad cell corresponding to sq, we choose the inclusion ∂(∆ 1 × ∆ 1 ) → ∆ 1 × ∆ 1 of the boundary of the simplicial square. The non-fibrant monad T 2 generated by the first three constructors does have simplicial paths left and right, which we can glue together in the appropriate ways to get a map from ∂(∆ 1 × ∆ 1 ). Then our new monad cell glues in a simplicial square with the appropriate boundary, and when we then fibrantly replace it we can deduce from this a "globular" 2-cell relating the two boundary composites. We leave the details to the interested reader.
In particular, any simplicial set K with finitely many nondegenerate simplices can be constructed as a finite complex of "simplicial cells" involving the boundary cofibrations ∂∆ n → ∆ n . Thus, this method yields a higher inductive type representing K; although as in Example 12.17 such a simple example can be obtained more easily as a fibrant replacement of 1 ⊗ K.
The general workaround applies also to many other examples, but is not universally applicable. In particular, it does not apply to constructor (4) from §9, which uses N-induction to define the source and target! However, this problem goes away when the 1-categorical natural numbers object happens to be fibrant, as in simplicial sets or sets, since then the natural numbers type is just the natural numbers object and so can eliminate into arbitrary objects. So at least in such cases our construction does apply to yield the F that is unachievable within ZF.
Summary
Through the course of the paper, we have accumulated a large amount of machinery. For reference, therefore, we give here a self-contained summary of what we have obtained, and what it yields specifically for the semantics of higher inductive types.
Theorem 13.1. Let M be an excellent model category: that is, simplicial, combinatorial, right proper, locally cartesian closed, and with all monos cofibrations, and cofibrations stable under limits. Let T be a cell monad with parameters on M . Then:
(i) The comprehension category (M f , F f ) of fibrant objects of M and fibrations of M has weakly stable typal initial T-Alg f -algebras (Theorem 12.13). (ii) T-Alg f has representable lifts (Theorem 12.14), and M f satisfies (LF). (iii) Hence by Theorem 12.8, its local universe splitting (M f , F f ,! ) has strictly stable typal initial T-Alg f -algebras (Corollary 12.15).
From this general result along with Examples 12.18 to 12.21, and/or by the warm-up cases treated individually in § §3-8 and 10, we obtain: Theorem 13.2. Suppose M an excellent model category. Then the comprehension category (M f , F f ) has weakly stable structure, and its local universes splitting (M f , F f ,! ) has strictly stable structure, for the following type formers:
(i) pushout types; (ii) a natural numbers type; (iii) W-types;
(iv) propositional truncations; (v) James constructions; (vi) localizations; (vii) a torus type.
We therefore confidently expect that (M f , F f ,! ) will interpret the syntax of type theory with all the above types, given suitable initiality theorems for syntax.
Moreover, we expect cell monads with parameters to suffice for obtaining many other higher inductive types, under the limitation that the constructors do not involve "fibrant structure", i.e. eliminations into the higher inductive type itself.
Finally, we recall that the "excellent" model categories to which these results apply include sets and simplicial sets (with their standard model structures); and more generally all locally presentable locally cartesian closed 1-categories with a trivial model structure, and all right proper simplicial Cisinski model categories, which suffice to present all locally presentable locally cartesian closed (∞, 1)-categories, including all Grothendieck (∞, 1)-toposes.
